


Company introduction

Shandong Mingtian Machinery Co.,Ltd. locates in the famous town of mechanical
processing Xianggong Town,Zhangqiu City,Shandong Province, which is a
professional enterprise engaged in integrated scientific research, production and
sales. The company has advanced CNC machining center and testing equipment



50sets. In 2007, the company have passed the CE/ISO international quality system
and have been awarded” customer satisfactory” “observing contract and valuing
credit enterprise”. In 2008, our tri-lobes roots blower was evaluated key
recommendation in Chinese Environmental Protection Mechanical profession
association, registered trademark ”Shangu” won the Jinan famous trademark. In
2017, We passed the Madrid trademark registration application and got the
recognition.

]Adhering to the guideline of “Specialty builds quality, Honesty creates future”, the
company establishes perfect system of before and after sales service and forms eight
product series of RSR,MTS,MTR high-pressure , MJ compressed and Roots vacuum
pump, High-negative pressure Roots vacuum pump, the double stage high pressure
type, Roots vapor compressor. The product has a flow of 0.6m3/min-1059m3/min,
pressure rise of 9.8-196kpa, 63 different types, which is widely used in pneumatic
conveying, wastewater treatment, aquaculture, chemical, petroleum, metallurgy,
electric power, food vacuum package, cement plant, power plant, powder conveying,
coal mill, textile plant and many other industries and fields.

Product introduction

1、Ordinary Roots Blower
1.All models of RSR series
RSR-50 RSR-65 RSR-80 RSR-100 RSR-125 RSR-150C RSR-150
RSR-175A RSR-175 RSR-200A RSR-200H RSR-250D RSR-250A
RSR-250B RSR-250E RSR-300A RSR-300C
2.Size of Discharge Bore
50(2″)、65(2.5″)、80(3.15″)、100(4″)、125(5″)、150(6″)、200(7.8″)、250(9.85″)、
300(11.8″)
Or in customer’s indication range
3.Differential pressure scope
9.8—98kPa
4.Air capacity scope
0.6—184m3/min
5.Power of the motor
0.75—280kW



RSR Series Roots Blower
Flow Rate：0.6~198m3/min ; Boost Pressure: 9.8~98kpa

2、Dense roots blower



3、Two-stage Roots blower
1.All models of MTRR series
MTRRB-65 MTRRB-100 MTRRD-125 MTRRD-130 MTRRD-150 MTRRE-150
MTRRE-190 MTRRE-200 MTRRE-250 MTRRE-300 MTRRF-250 MTRRF-295
MTRRF-300 MTRRF-350 MTRRF-395 MTRRF-400 MTRRG-450 MTRRG-500
2.Size of Discharge Bore
50(2″)、80(3.15″)、125(5″)、150(6″)、200(7.8″)、250(9.85″)、300(11.8″)、350(13.8″)、
400(15.7″)
Or in customer’s indication range

3.Differential pressure scope

98—196kPa
4.Air capacity scope
0.61—428m3/min
5.Power of the motor
5.5—1000kW



flow Rate ： 159.3-452.4m3/min ； Boost

Pressure：9.8-98kpa
MTRH Series Roots Blower
Flow Rate：480-1257m3/min；Boost Pressure：9.8-88kpa

4、Negative Roots Vacuum Pump
1.All models of Roots Vacuum Pump series
RSR-50 RSR-65 RSR-80 RSR-100 RSR-125 RSR-150 RSR-150C
RSR-175 RSR-175A RSR-200H RSR-200 RSR-250D RSR-250 RSR-300A
MTRF-250 MTRF-290 MTRF-300 MTRF-350 MTRG-400 MTRG-450
MTRG-500
2.Size of Discharge Bore
50(2″)、65(2.5″)、80(3.15″)、100(4″)、125(5″)、150(6″)、200(7.8″)、250(9.85″)、
300(11.8″)、350(13.8″)、400(15.7″)、450(17.7″)、500(19.7″)
Or in customer’s indication range
3.Differential pressure scope
-9.8—（-49）kPa
4.Air capacity scope
0.86—452 m3/min
5.Power of the motor
0.75—475kW

5、Steam compressor
1.All models of ZQ series

ZQRSR-50 ZQRSR-65 ZQRSR-80 ZQRSR-100 ZQRSR-125 ZQRSR-150#
ZQRSR-150A ZQRSR-200H ZQRSR-200 ZQRSR-250D ZQRSR-300
ZQMTRF-300 ZQMTRF-350 ZQMTRG-400 ZQMTRG-450



ZQMTRG-500
2.Size of Discharge Bore
50(2″)、65(2.5’’)、80(3.2″)、100(4″)、125(5″)、150(6″)、200(7.8″)、250(9.85″)、300(11.8″)
Or in customer’s indication range
3.Differential pressure scope
9.8—98kPa
4.Air capacity scope
0.61—452.4m3/min
5.Power of the motor
0.75—560KW



OUR WORKSHOP





Payment terms,Packaging and Shipping
A. Our payment terms is mainly choice T/T,L/C or other terms you are
convenient.



B. Our package including two methods: standard exported wooden box and
iron box.
C. Our transportation: by sea, air or railway transportation.

MVR
零排放 Zero Liquid Discharge
一． the concept Zero discharge of wastewater means that after repeated reuse of
industrial water, this part of wastewater containing high salt and high pollutants will
be recycled and reused through deep comprehensive treatment (more than 99%),
without any waste liquid being discharged from the factory. The salts and
contaminants in the water are concentrated and crystallized in a solid form and then
recovered as a useful chemical raw material or by-product after low-temperature
carbonization.
二 ． Process Flow of Zero Liquid Discharge Zero-liquid-discharge process technology of
Tomorrow company combines membrane concentration and MVR evaporators,in this
process,membrane water and evaporative condensate are recycled, while salt is crystallized and
dried into industrial salts, impurities are treated by solidification, to achieve zero discharge of
wastewater by combined treatment process of membranes filtration and evaporative
crystallization.
三．Advantages of Tomorrow Company’s Zero-liquid-discharge technology
1. Comprehensive use of membrane treatment + evaporation crystallization, high effluent quality,
high quality crystalline salt;
2. Low operating cost, saving resources and no secondary pollution;
3. Water reuse, reduce the demand for water resources in the plant area, with certain economic
benefits;
4. The system is easy to operate, with a high degree of automation and a small occupied space.



The MVR
evaporator uses the secondary steam generated in the evaporator to be mechanically
compressed by the compressor, the pressure is increased, the heat is increased, and then the
heat exchanger is condensed to fully utilize the latent heat of the steam, except for the start-up
operation, the entire evaporation process, the theory There is no need for a single steam, so that
the steam that was originally discarded is fully utilized, the latent heat is recovered and the
thermal efficiency is improved, and the economy is equivalent to the 30 effect of multi-effect
evaporation.

Cooperation Style



工艺包设计 Craft package design
我方根据甲方水质情况提供工艺包，并指导甲方进行设备安装与调试，其它由甲方进行购买；

We will provide the technology package according to the water quality of Party A, and
guide Party A in equipment installation and commissioning, and other purchases shall
be made by Party A;

蒸发设备整体安装、调试 Evaporation equipment installation and commissioning
由乙方进行对整套设备生产、安装，并进行设备调试与操作人员的培养，调试合格后交由甲

方人员操作；Party B shall carry out the production and installation of the whole set of
equipment, and carry out the equipment debugging and training of the operators. After
the commissioning is passed, it shall be handed over to the personnel of Party A;

租赁运行 Rental operation
甲方预付整套设备定金，由乙方进行设备制造、安装，并对运行设备，甲方按月给予租赁资

金，待约定租赁期满，双方协商设备价格，一次性转让；Party A shall prepay the whole set
of equipment deposit, Party B shall manufacture and install the equipment, and Party
A shall give the leased funds on a monthly basis for the operation equipment. After
the lease expires, the two parties negotiate the equipment price and transfer it at one
time;

环保管家 Environmental steward
根据业主出水要求，由特保罗公司进行设计、安装、运营，达到项目设计要求；

According to the owner's water requirements, the company is designed, installed and
operated by the company to meet the project design requirements;



After-sale service:

1, in order to ensure the high reliability and advanced products,

system of material are selected domestic and international

high-quality brand-name products.

2, we will be in accordance with customer requirements to

provide relevant technical training and technical data.

3, in the same competition condition, our company not to reduce

the technical performance of products, based on the change of

product components for the price, sincerely offer you the most

preferential prices.

4, we guarantee the phone mail guidance in the shortest time,

by your own simple troubleshooting equipment.

5, we provide free technical support and sales of equipment

life.

6, product delivery time: as far as possible according to user

requirements, if there are special requirements, should be

completed in advance, we can organize special production,

installation, and strive to meet the needs of users.

Contact information:




